LAD G3 (pg 1 of 3)
1.

Single Replacement Reactions - always Redox

Zinc nitrate is put into water and then combined with copper. [if a Rx occurs, assume copper(II)]
a. Observations:

The element that is more reactive is the one that will exist as an ion, rather than as an element.
b. Which element must be more reactive: copper or zinc?

2.

c.

Check the activity series and confirm your conclusion. Which element is above – copper or zinc?

d.

Equations (overall and net ionic):

Copper nitrate is put into water and is then combined with solid zinc.
a. Observations: (color of solid product? changing color of the solution?)

Copper in ion form is blue (or blue-green), yet in its elemental form it is its distinctive “copper” color.
b. What color is the solid product that forms? What element is the solid product?

c.

What is causing the starting solution to be blue?

d.

Why does the blue color of the solution fade as the reaction proceeds? Where does the blue color go?

e.

Equations (overall and net ionic):

Name___________________
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Single Replacement Reactions

Solid copper(II) nitrate is combined with solid zinc.
a. Observations: (dissociation issues?)

b.

For a single replacement reaction to occur, the reacting compound must be dissociated. Why?

c.

Equations (overall and net ionic):

Iron(III) sulfide is put into water (solution?) and is combined with zinc.
a.

Observations & Explanations: (solubility issues?)

b.

Equations (overall and net ionic):

Zinc is dropped into water.
a.

Observations:

b.

Check the activity series to see what it says about hydrogen and zinc.

Zinc is dropped into hydrochloric acid.
a. Observations: (rate of reaction in different concentrations or different temperatures? exo- or endothermic?)
3 M concentration
at room temperature

3 M concentration
heated up

12 M concentration
at room temp

b.

Locate hydrogen and zinc in the activity series. Do their positions in the activity series confirm the results? (Remember in this
reaction, the hydrogen is in an acid not in water.)

c.

Equations (overall and net ionic): (This is the reaction that happened when we reacted the core of a post-1982 penny in LAD 11.6)

d.

What can you conclude about the effect of temperature on reaction rate? Write a statement that correlates temperature and reaction
rate.

e.

What can you conclude about the effect of concentration on reaction rate? Write a statement that correlates concentration and reaction
rate.
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7.

Single Replacement Reactions

Sodium is dropped in water, as seen in LAD D5 − Reactivity of the Alkali Metals
a. Observations:

b.

Which metals on the activity series can replace hydrogen from water?

c.

Although water is a molecular compound, with covalent bond, you can predict the single replacement reaction best if you think of
water as hydrogen hydroxide. Write the formula for water written as hydrogen hydroxide.

d.

Equation (overall):

e.

You see flames with this reaction. It is not actually the sodium that is “on fire.” It is the product gas, hydrogen that burns because the
temperature increases enough to cause it to ignite. Write a reaction for the combustion of hydrogen gas.

